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"Landscape" means an area, as perceived by 
people, whose character is the result of the 
action and interaction of natural and/or human 
factors […]



The word ‘landscape’

- Original meaning region: 
German Landschaft; Anglo-Saxon
landscipe; Dutch (de) landschap.

- late Middle Ages: pictures of the 
environment known as 
‘landscapes’. Dutch: (het)  
landschap. Further development: 
the painted object itself known
as ‘landscape’. Dutch landschap
became English landscape.

- Always related to perception. 
Also with human activities
(landscape = to shape the land) 
and with control.



During, R. (2008). Nederlands erfgoed in Europees perspectief; 
planning- en erfgoedculturen in Europa. In: Op historische 
gronden; erfgoed in een context van ruimtelijk ontwerp, planning 
en democratie. Belvedere, Utrecht, pp. 105-122.

The word ‘landscape’ in 
European languages



John Know – Landscape with tourists at Loch Katrine, 1810.



Rondal Partridge, ca 1965. 
Pave it and paint it green.





Landscapes and 
identities







P. Howard (1991). Landscapes; the artists’ vision. 
Routledge, London/New York, p. 138. [WW I]
D. Dimbleby (2005). A picture of Britain. Tate, London, 
p. 78. [1942]





German posters with
forests. Some date from
the Nazi-period, others
are much older

1939

1905

1935

Zechner, Johannes (2011). Von ‘deutschen 
Eichen‘ und ‘ewigen Wäldern‘. Der Wald als 
national-politische Projektionsfläche. In: Ursula 
Breymayer & Bernd Ulrich (eds.). Unter 
Bäumen. Die Deutschen und der Wald.
Sandstein Verlag, Dresden, pp. 231-235.



Sweden, Tuscany (Italy), 
Yellowstone (USA), Switzerland 



Landscape types, 
histories and 
transformations
• Chronology
• European scale
• Extinct landscapes are rarely

extinct





H.-R. Bork et al. (1998) 
Landschaftsentwick-
lung in Mitteleuropa. 
Gotha/Stuttgart, p. 
221.
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Land use in 
Germany (7th –
20th centuries)

Recovery and expansion Crisis           Transformations
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Open fields: the typical landscape of the High Middle Ages



Late medieval
Europe: towns
and open fields



Enclosed landscape near Brest in Brittany (F, 1810, 
left) and near Winterswijk in the eastern part of the 
Netherlands (1880, above). 

Left: Faucherre et al. (2007). Les plans en relief des places du Roy, p. 103. 





High medieval colonisation

Forest reclamations in Silesia (Poland, 
below) and in the Black Forest
(Germany, right)



The late medieval crisis





Land-use in regions around the Northsea and the Baltic during the 17th 
century. From: Nitz, 1993, p. 67.



Transhumance and drove routes in the 16th century (Pounds, 1990, p. 233). The map shows different systems. 
Transhumance comes from the wish to make optimal use of different ecosystems. The drove routes connect 
regions specialising on animal-breeding with the urban markets.



The village of Nekrashevichi (district of Grodno, Belorus) in 1558, showing
the standard layout of the voloka-transformation (French, 1983b, p. 75).



Former open fields southwest of Cherbourg (Normandy) and east of 
Neumünster (Sleschwig-Holstein) after piecemeal geleidelijke enclosure



Between 
1944 and 
1950 a large 
part of the 
ethnic 
Germans 
from Eastern 
Europe 
(were) 
moved to 
Germany 
(Saller, 2002, 
p. 57)





Ples (former Plöss) in 
1952 (left) and 2000 
(below)



1863

2008

Stallupönen: 1938 Ebenrode, 
1947 Nesterov

Lawischkehmen: 1938 
Stadtfelde, 1947 Petrowskoye

Bareischkehmen: 1938 Baringen, 
1947 Perwomaskoye



Czechia: landscape of 
collectivised agriculture

Austria: small-scale landscape



Stresow (Vorpommern) 
in 1694, 1900, 1946 
and 1960-’61. 
From: Mayhew, 1973, pp. 
196-197 (after Benthien)



Oudeschans and the Westerwoldse Aa in 
1918 and recent



Königswalde (Ore 
Mountains, 
Germany)

In marginal regions
transformations
have often been less
drastic





Landscapes of 
desertion

Extinct landscapes 
are rarely extinct



Deserted settlements 
(Germany): loss and identity







An extremely high density of 
deserted medieval villages can 

be found east of Leicester, in 
the English Midlands 

(Ordnance Survey, Explorer 
233, 1:25.000, 2000).



Onley (DMV), Northamptonshire



Existing 
village

Village 
deserted 
ca 1500

Village 
deserted 
end 17th C

Beresford, M. & J. 
Hurst (1990). 
Wharram Percy, 
deserted medieval 
village. Batsford, 
London, p. 26.





Landscapes of the
Highland Clearances
(Scotland)

Strathnaver



Tsjernobyl



Can lost landscapes 
become a resource 
for the future? 





Windmills in Scotland





A stream valley in the north-eastern Netherlands. In 1902/1916 
(left) a small stream in a varied landscape. Centre: the stream 
remade into a discharge canal. Right: the stream after 
renaturation: again meandering but isolated from the surrounding 
landscape.
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Dutch proposal
for rebuilding
hedgerow
landscape for
landscape and 
biodiversity



http://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Croatia_landscape.jpg
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